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I don't have time to discuss, but there are some VERY
GOOD REASONS to keep all Grand Jury and NATSEC
info from Mueller's investigation secret. Witness
protection; sources and methods; the element of surprise
... all compelling reasons. I'm worried too, but let's be
thoughtful.

The Barr letter states that Mueller interviewed FIVE HUNDRED WITNESSES. The

Mob/Trump would love to know who said what. Those witnesses and their families

were promised secrecy and should get it.

For those of you that think we should rush Mueller's office -- you may be right, things

are frightening. But until we are certain, you will hear me call for following the law.

Grand Jury secrecy IS THE LAW and generally its the Mob that wants to get rid of it.

One more thing, Mueller may have INTENTIONALLY pushed the NATSEC

investigation out of his office before a final report. Ditto the juiciest stuff on Trump,

Inc. This may leave his "final report" without comment on those things at all.

The Critical Part of Mueller’s Report That Barr Didn’t Mention
The special counsel’s most interesting findings about Trump and Russia might be
in his report’s narrative description of key relationships.

https://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2019/03/barrs-summary-omits-key-aspect-…

Shoot, I guess I'm discussing. ONE MORE THING. Someone got Jeff Sessions to

recuse and Paul Ryan to retire -- two of the most powerful men in the United States,

both deeply implicated in the attack on the US. Have some faith. Get ready for the

election.

Also please follow my band @dirkandthetruth to encourage it to resume its vigil for

the perp walk of Dum Jr.

Further confirmation. GJ is ongoing. Prosecutions ongoing.
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Charlie Gile
@CharlieGileNBC

Government prosecutors revealed in a hearing this morning that 
Mueller’s grand jury is “continuing robustly” despite Mueller’s 
report being submitted to the DOJ.
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864 people are talking about this

Its insane that the press fell for it. Its maddening that Barr said it. But we can all see

the evidence with our own eyes.

Eric Garland
@ericgarland

It's almost like the probe may have convened all its grand juries 
and prosecutors have all the evidence and they're just sealing 
the last indictments. twitter.com/kylegriffin1/s…

Kyle Griffin @kylegriffin1
A federal prosecutor said in court today that Robert Mueller's grand 
jury is "continuing robustly" despite the end of Mueller's probe. 
politico.com/story/2019/03/…
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812 people are talking about this

Senior non-politically appointed justice officials recommended that Barr NOT recuse.

This means that he did not have conflicts that prevented him from acting

independently in this matter. This makes me feel better.

NotExonerated
@Not_Exonerated

Replying to @PatriotPete01 and 2 others
He made it through unscathed. (google = "Barr not 
recuse")cnn.com/2019/03/04/pol…
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See NotExonerated's other Tweets

Attorney General Barr won't recuse from oversight of Russia i…
The Justice Department announced Monday that Attorney General
Bill Barr will not step aside from overseeing the special counsel's
cnn.com
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